Case Study: TUI & UK and Ireland: Project Management

TUI is the world’s largest holiday company
working in 180 countries around the world and operates under 200
brands, most commonly First Choice, Thomson and Late Rooms .Com in
the UK. The company which employs over 49,000 employees globally
with 1,500 in the UK. TUI move over 30 million UK tourists and is
the market leader in 27 key markets.
TUI asked us to develop an innovative project management course for
one of its highly experienced teams of international managers,
responsible for running key regions of the business. The needs of
the group were pre-assessed and a bespoke initial course developed
which met and challenged each of the delegates to undertake a
significant review of how they run major projects within TUI.
“Richard really brought the course to life; his enthusiasm is excellent. The delivery
was spot on and really got the training across. Excellent day, excellent trainer”
Gareth Williams, Area manager
“A refreshing, simple and surprisingly innovative approach to project management
that even those new to the business can’t fail to embrace” Paula Sullivan, Area
Manager, Turkey
“A fabulous insight into project management – found the content simple to understand
and use. Great structure and enthusiasm with course” Fiona Downie, Area
Manager
“‘Richard was a positive, energetic trainer who made the day interesting and
worthwhile” Sharon Johnstone, Area Manager
“ Very detailed and informative. Lots of ideas and tools to take away and apply”
Adele Ward, Learning & Development manager
“ Very good delivery, enthusiasm and always checks that all have understood before
moving on” Nikki Birrell, Area Manager
“Training was stimulation as well as engaging with lots of opportunity for involvement
without forcing it” Louise Jacobs, Quality Assurance Manager

“Good to have relevant training and improve confidence and knowledge in this area”
Tracy Steele, Area Manager

